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Now completely updated and revised, that is an expanded edition of the basic natural pet-care
book by veterinarian Richard H. Written with the warmth and compassion which have earned the
Pitcairns a nationwide pursuing, this guide can help you select the most compatible cat or dog for
your own way of living-- and show you how to supply the very best in companionship, healing,
nutrition and lifelong treatment. Pitcairn and his wife Susan Pitcairn-- both renowned specialists in
chemical-free nutrition, treatment and organic healing for domestic pets. The Pitcairns' strategy is
drug-free and holistic-- with special focus on homeopathic and substitute remedies and treatments.A
comprehensive, thorough reference, this pet-lover's companion will tell you:* How to pick a healthy
animal* A large number of dishes for delicious, economical, healthful pet food-- with completely
updated tables, charts and nutritional guidelines* How to give your pet a checkup* What's really in
family pet foods-- and those to avoid to make sure your pet's best health* Special diets for special
pets* A guide to handling emergencies which includes techniques for external heart therapeutic
massage, artificial respiration and control of bleedingPLUS:An in-depth, alphabetical "Quick
Reference" section that provides specific instructions for preventing, diagnosing and treating a wide
variety of animal illnesses and disorders-- from abscesses, allergies and behavior problems to
vaccination risks, being overweight and worms. Since its publication greater than a decade back,
the Pitcairns' book is just about the definitive instruction to a natural lifestyle for cats and dogs.
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Good health lasted about 14 days then she stopped eating Recipe's and details was a lifesaver for
my 11 yr aged mix breed recently identified as having CKD. Diagnosed early December. Admitted to
clinic for 4 days on IV drip plus new diet plan. Good wellness lasted about 14 days after that she
stopped eating. Additionally, there are chapters on how to make the switch, creating a healthy
environment, and holistic & Found information on-line about Dr Pitcairn and his "dog loaf". To our
surprise today he is consuming well, playing and sniffing out the rabbit holes in the back yard like
old instances:) I am beyond grateful to Dr. The publication is split into two parts, "Natural Health for
House animals" and a "Quick Reference" section. This book is completely neccessary if you love
dearly your pet! Great book for animal lovers! He was so ill he refused to get right up or eat food
for over weekly and couldn't maintain anything down the week prior. He started to obtain those
"droopy eyes of death" as I call it, and that's when I knew there wasn't much time left. He methods
his decisions with a mixture of deep research, careful believed and fearlessness - he doesn't accept
the status quo but he doesn't stick to every crank fad. After consulting with a homeopathic
veterinarian, he recommended following the information in this publication as well as giving us some
homeopathic meds and vitamins to give him. Made it for my dog and she ate every bite. Pitcairn,
Dr. Dym and herbalist Juliette de Bairacli-Levy. done, we are actually spending less money on food
in fact it is therefore easy to prepare right alongside our very own meals, and the prize of truly
healthful pups, is definitely beyond anything I could have imagined! I purchased this book in 2006,
but I was already using the prior edition for a season, since my pet dog Jake was 10 weeks old.
This book is amazing. When you have read my other reviews This book is amazing... GARLIC IS
TOXIC TO Pet dogs & CATS I was very disappointed with this reserve. I wanted to ensure a
wholesome, smooth, pregnancy &The 1st time I considered straying out of this path was in regards
to a year ago when a fellow student gave a presentation on the RAW food diet plan for dogs. I
was very intrigued and investigated it a bit, but was reassured by our major Vet that it had been
unnecessary and being an insanely busy student at the time, I recognized his advice and set the
theory on the back burner. labor and after significant research, I chosen three books to help me
make the switch. 13+ years of success. I was constantly assured (by several vets, as inevitably
whenever any injury or disease occurred it was outside of regular business hours and so we were
forced to consider them to crisis clinics) that this was the best way to ensure optimal wellbeing and
the longest lifespan for my nice babies. It wasn't until we made a decision to breed of dog our
oldest girl (yes, I refer, quite seriously, to my dogs as my children) that I became fully alert to the
immense benefits of cooking & "The Holistic Dog Publication" by Denise Flaim, "THE COMPLETE Pet
Diet" by Andi Brown, which one. From everything I read, Dr. Pitcairn was the ideal solution but I
usually think it's great to possess a few different perspectives on something so that you can create
a plan that's best for you. I have already been overwhelmed by these books and I highly
recommend purchasing them together as they make great companions for each other."Natural
Wellness for Canines & Cats" is certainly a big volume, full of pretty much everything you should
know to raise healthy, content four-legged family members. Has been on your dog loaf plus health
supplements for 3 months now and you would never know she is sick. I have never been happier
and they have never been healthier! This section also includes recipes particularly for each of these
life phases in addition to a "Healthy Powder" to make sure that your household pets are receiving all
the proper nutrients to be able to live long, healthful lives. Great book! It's basically an A-Z list of
different medical issues one might encounter with their domestic pets and how to treat them. This
was very useful in determining the very best diet plan to feed our pregnant young lady to ensure
she had a wholesome, successful being pregnant. Took her back again to veterinarian for another
IV and discussed euthanizing option. If you are ill of poisoning your pet with western



pharmaceuticals, get this book and try a new way!! Component One goes through every part of
pet wellness from pregnancy, to birth, to infancy and every stage beyond. (They're fairly stoked
about the nice food as well) We began applying dietary changes only a little over two weeks ago
and I have already seen amazing improvements!! Content is good reference. love it! I am so grateful
to have these excellent resources in my own home!If you are seeking to make the change, this is
actually the perfect starting point! Very informative, It sits in back of the toilet and each time We
read thru it We find new helpful information regarding my 3 chihuahuas that have def helped me in
the past:) It's a miracle. Excellent book! I bought probably 6-7 books on dog diet and read all of
them - my veterinarian was sure that if I tackled home-cooked diet programs for my pup, I'd kill him.
We have four dogs and we started to make the switch from kibble to food, immediately upon
receiving these books in the mail. I'd have saved a huge amount of money & time if I could have
gotten this reserve a couple of years ago, I've spent a lot of time researching trying to save lots of
my dog and also have done a great job, my yorkie is 1 . 5 years post diagnosis of bladder
malignancy, I've only treated her holistically at home. So much I agree with everything that in this
book. alternate remedies for your pets. preparing meals for your furry loved ones... This review is
overdue.I stayed in Pitcairn's diets because each time his (fresh) vet has done blood checks, my
Jake comes out with flying colors. Should you have browse my other reviews, pardon the repetitive
nature of the one and skip to the bottom. Even our conventional vet is amazed. Superb book! I
figured if I could be trusted with nutrition for a child, I can learn to perform it for a pet dog... My vet
says Jake has consistently had the best blood test health ideals in his age group over the 9 years
we've been going to him. I attempted to chat myself into allowing him go, but wanted to try yet
another last-ditch effort..I loved Pitcairn's reserve because he's a tone of voice of moderation in a
cacophony of strident voices, and because before he wrote his initial reserve he'd been a vet for
several years, gone back to get a PhD in deeper issues around pet health, and had had his very
own dogs on do-it-yourself diets for twenty years. Extremely informative, It sits in back of the toilet
and every . And that's why I stay loyal to Pitcairn's advice in this book. Good reference Book was
better than expected. And our handsome boy, who has already established skin conditions since
we rescued him (and we've tried several Vet-recommended treatments, including photos of steroids,
to no avail) has started to placed on needed weight that we could never attain regardless of what
we do, and his skin has almost completely solved! Extremely helpful My go-to book for my pets'
health. According to your vet, my 14 calendar year old terrier mix had a couple of days to live due
to kidney failure. Love this publication. All organic holistic remedies. I took the Vet's guidance as
gospel rather than let them have any table scraps, constantly sticking strictly to the Kirkland brand
kibble (as the Dr. ordered) and only treats particularly produced for dogs. I was really looking
forward to a resource to make homemade dog food. And as others mentioned it has a lot of grain
options in the food and doesn’t really mention any full list of secure foods for animals. AND it
recommends garlic!! Their coats have never been so lush, shiny, and gentle! Garlic is extremely toxic
and much more toxic are grapes/raisins. I thought this was from a DVM? I wanted a chance to
soure for info that I possibly could trust. I feel like I must fact check anything that I don’t know for
certain is OK. Part Two can be a reference lead to every scenario you might want to investigate
additional without studying the entire text if you are pressed for time. And I know this is only the
beginning of our amazing brand-new journey to a healthy, happy family! great book Easy recipes
for anybody wanting to make your very own healthful dog food.At 13+, Jake's wellness remains
generally strong..I've a beautiful dog family whom I love very much and also have always tried to
give them the very best treatment available. And if not really, you should reconsider :) If it is all said
&
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